SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION DESIGN MAJOR: Photography

NOTE: It is the student's responsibility to verify the accurate completion of this program planning guide.
Check the boxes beside completed courses on this guide by matching the completed courses listed on your webService student record account.

NAME: STUDENT ID NUMBER:

FIRST YEAR STUDIES (30 credits)

- (3cr) DRWF.110 Drawing I or DRWF.115 Design Drawing I
- (3cr) DRWF.120 Drawing II or DRWF.125 Design Drawing II
- (3cr) AHIS.101 Pre-Modern Art and Visual Cultures: Open Topic (formerly AHIS.110)
- (3cr) AHIS.100 A Modern and Contemporary Survey (formerly AHIS.120)
- (3cr) ENGL.100 Writing for Critical & Creative Practices (or HUMN.110)
- (3cr) CCST.100 Intro to Critical & Creative Studies (or HUMN.124)
- (3cr) Choose One: CRMC.101 Ceramics, GLSS.101 Glass Casting, GLSS.102 Hot Glass, SCLP.101 Sculpture, JWLM..101 Jewellery & Metals, FBRE.102 Fibre 3D or OBDF.110 3D Object Design

- (3cr) one 100 Level Studio
- (3cr) one 100 Level Studio
- (3cr) one 100 Level Studio

SECOND YEAR (30 credits)

Major Studio Courses:
- (3cr) PHTG.218 Photographic Devices + Processes
- (3cr) PHTG.229 Digital Imaging I
- (3cr) PHTG.231 Design Fundamentals I Photographic
- (3cr) PHTG.227 Photographic Studio + Lighting
- (3cr) PHTG.230 Visual Processes for Photographers

Elective Studio Courses:
- (3cr) 200-Level Studio Elective Course (PHTG.217 Location Photography + Lighting, PHTG.228 Photographic Technology, or PHTG.232 Design Fundamentals II Recommended)
- (3cr) 200-Level Studio Elective Course (PHTG.217 Location Photography + Lighting, PHTG.228 Photographic Technology, or PHTG.232 Design Fundamentals II Recommended)
Critical and Creative Studies required courses:

- (3cr) 200-Level AHIS
- (3cr) Any 200-level ENGL
- (3cr) Choose one: 200-level CCST or SOSC course

**THIRD YEAR STUDIES (30 credits)**

Major Studio Courses:

- (3cr) PHTG.316 Photographic Practice I
- (3cr) PHTG.317 Digital Imaging II
- (3cr) PHTG.318 Specialization in Photography
- (3cr) PHTG.326 Photographic Practice II
- (3cr) PHTG.327 Photography in Advertising + Communications

Elective Studio Courses:

- (3cr) One 300-Level Studio Elective (PHTG.328 Digital Imaging III or PHTG.330 Introduction to Web Design Recommended)

Critical and Creative Studies required courses:

- (3cr) One 300-Level PPRL
- (3cr) 300-Level AHIS
- (3cr) 300-Level ENGL
- (3cr) 300-level SOSC

**FOURTH YEAR (30 credits)**

Major Studio Courses:

- (4.5cr) PHTG.416 Senior Studio
- (4.5cr) PHTG.418 Photographic Illustration I
- (4.5cr) PHTG.426 Photographic Portfolio
- (4.5cr) PHTG.427 Commercial Photography

Elective Studio Courses:

- (3cr) Choose one: 300-Level Studio or 400-Level Studio
- (3cr) Choose one: 300-Level Studio or 400-Level Studio

Critical and Creative Studies courses: Must be from 2 different SCCS subject areas: AHIS, ENGL, CCST, NASC, PPRL, SOSC

- (3cr) one 300 or 400-level
- (3cr) one 400-level OK to enroll in 300 level course 2018-19 academic year only for this requirement
EXTRA CREDIT:

NOTES:

N: Student Experience/18-19/SVA Chair approval (Jan 22, 2018) & Oct. 2, 2018 NM, Oct 19, 2018/SCCT Chair approval (February 13, 2018)